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Drawing 360 designs in primary school classroom 

6th graders drew pictures related to space (different planets, starry sky etc.) in the
isometric grid. 3D app (PopPic) was used to make 3D drawings 3D you could see
in phone screens. 
Subjects: Science, Art

Topic 1 - Activity 1.4 : Drawing the space 

Säynätsalo - Ilona Peltola

Art: Drawing, illustrating 
Science: Planets, solar system
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ACTIVITY SCOPE 

ACTIVITY STATEMENT 

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 

6th graders drew pictures related to space (different planets, starry sky etc.) in the isometric
grid. 3D app (PopPic) was used to make 3D drawings you coulddee in phone screens. 
Subjects: Science, Art

6th graders drew pictures related to space (different planets, starry sky etc.) in the isometric
grid. 3D app (PopPic) was used to make drawings appear 3D in phone screens.

In Science, first the Solar Systems and planets need to be taught. After that, this exercise can
be done. First, the teacher can show different pieces of art done to an isometric grid. Then
students try themselves.

RESOURCES 

360 panorama paper grid 
Colored pencils 
Phones / iPad 
PopPic app
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Students generally liked the task and pictures coming “live” made definitely a “wow effect”.

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

https://panoform.com/
Similar pageshttps://medium.com/inborn-experience/vr-sketches-56599f99b357

STUDENTS' EVALUATION 

SCALABILITY

Can be used in every age group because of the easy and simple app and task (colouring).

MORE INFORMATION 

We downloaded grids from https://panoform.com/#grids
Check your printer settings to make proper 360 grids.
To show the drawing you can use instruction on https://tool.panoform.com/ 

https://panoform.com/
https://medium.com/inborn-experience/vr-sketches-56599f99b357
https://tool.panoform.com/
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FLOW IMPLEMENTATION 

1. Show students examples of 3D drawings in panorama grid.
2. Give them grids and coloring pencils and they should draw a picture.
3. Download PopPic app and use it to make drawings “live”.
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